Interactive network traffic replay is a new traffic generation tool very useful for testing in-line networking devices. It provides both a realism of traffic contents and a realism of traffic behaviors. But the lack of effective mechanisms to control important features of the generated traffic severely limits its capability of performing accurate, systematic and in-depth testing. This paper aims to improve controllability in interactive network traffic replay by studying the problem of controlling volume of the generated traffic. Due to complex traffic generation mechanism, controlling traffic volume in interactive network traffic replay is an interesting and challenging new problem.
Introduction
With the ever-increasing functions and complexity of modern networking devices, troubling shooting network performance becomes a more and more challenging task. Three basic properties: controllability, repeatability and realism are often required for completely and effectively testing a networking device [1] [2] [3] . Controllability means that a testing engineer should be able to change each and every testing parameter and measure the associated result; repeatability means that the tester can repeat the empirical results as wish with the same environment and parameters, and realism requires that the testing environment (traffic workloads, network topology, etc.) be close to the live/real environment as much as possible.
In this paper, we aim to improve controllability in interactive network traffic replay and, in particular, study the problem of controlling the volume of generated traffic. Interactive network traffic replay is a promising new traffic generation technology that tests networking devices inline [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . But the lack of effective mechanisms to control important features of the generated traffic severely limits its capability of performing accurate, systematic and indepth testing. Among the many features to be controlled, traffic volume is perhaps the most basic and relevant to network testing. Volume control refers to having the volume of the generated traffic accurately follow the curve of target volumes set according to specific testing requirements. Volume control is important for network testing because: (1) traffic volume is a basic dimension in performance benchmarking for networking systems. Commercial tools such as Spirent's SmartBits [10] , IXIA's Traffic Generator [11] all have traffic volume control functions; (2) many faults or bugs of networking devices are either directly or indirectly related to the volume level of the processed traffic and some bugs are even peculiarly related to a specific volume pattern. For example, sudden increase or decrease of the volume might indicate bugs of networking devices. To systematically and comprehensively test networking systems, traffic workloads with various volume patterns are necessary.
Volume control in interactive network traffic replay is a challenging task. Conceptually, as the process of interactive traffic replay usually has one trace of real traffic as input and packets are organized and replayed in terms of multiple flows, the interactive traffic replay system can be roughly modeled as a single-input/multiple-queue queuing system. But practically, the input trace, the network conditions (packet loss, delay and connection blocking) and implementing factors (process scheduling and I/O latencies) are all varying and unpredictable in the replaying process. This leads to a very complex dynamic system where not only the parameters such as customer (i.e., packet) arrival and service (replaying) rates are varying, but the system structure (i.e., the number of queues or flows under replay) is also changing with time.
In this paper, we mathematically formulate the volume control task as a dynamic target tracking problem where the output traffic volume is regulated through adjustment of input traffic volume. We approach this problem from both model-based and model-free perspectives to perform a systematic investigation of traffic volume control in the context of interactive network traffic replay. Empirical results indicate that our methods are able to track the target output traffic volume effectively under a wide range of network conditions. Specifically, we have the following contributions:
(1) We analyze the volume control problem by building an abstract system model for the interactive traffic replay system. Through case studies, we identify the factors that influence the control target, i.e. the output traffic volume, and analyze the properties of the system such as its stability and controllability. (2) We present a model-based method to address the volume control problem. We propose a probabilistic model that characterizes the replay mechanism in terms of how packets are processed in replay and converts the volume control problem to a state prediction problem which is, in turn, solved using Recursive Least Square filter [12] ; (3) As a comparison to the model-based method, we also present the adaptive optimal volume control method. This model-free approach treats the replay process as a discrete-time Single-Input-Single-Output dynamic process and converts the problem to a parameter estimation problem. We propose a new criterion function for the problem and develop the adaptive optimal controller. (4) We present a repeatable evaluation framework to investigate the effectiveness of the two approaches through a series of experiments. Using live traces collected from large scale production environments, we show that our methods are able to track the target output traffic volume effectively and the functions of the two methods complement each other.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to perform a systematic investigation of the volume control problem in interactive network traffic replay.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 elaborates an abstract model of interactive traffic replay system and defines the volume control problem. Section 4 introduces our modelbased and model-free approaches to the problem. Section 5 presents empirical studies and evaluation results of the proposed methods. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related work
Generating controllable, repeatable and realistic traffic workloads is always a persistent demand in areas such as network security, network management, and network testing and evaluation. Broadly speaking, traffic generation techniques can be divided into categories of simulationbased methods and trace-based methods [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Simulation-based methods focus on the controllability and repeatability of the generated traffic workloads, which is realized by building mathematical models for various traffic characteristics and then producing traffics adhere to the models. Some of the most influential traffic models focus on the correlation structure (self-similarity) that appears over large time scales in both local area [22] and wide area traffic [23] . In [24, 25] , the authors extends the work by showing that self-similarity arises from Web traffic with heavy-tailed sizes of transferred files. Flow-level traffic models [26] [27] [28] have been used to study fairness, response times, queue lengths and loss probabilities under different assumptions. In [29] , the authors describe the SURGE Web workload generator which was built by combining distributional properties of Web use. A similar approach was used in developing Web Polygraph [30] and GISMO [31] which are used to generate scalable and representative Web cache and streaming workloads respectively. Feldmann et al. in [32] generalizes the SURGE model for Web traffic for the purpose of general background traffic generation in ns-2 simulator. A similar model based on connection-rate superposition was developed by Cleveland et al. in [33] .
On the other hand, trace-based methods focus on the realism of the generated traffic (packet size, IP/Port distribution, packet content, etc.) by replaying recorded packet steams into a testing network. Related systems or tools include TCPReplay [34] , TCPPivo [35] , Monkey [36] , Thomahawk [37] , etc. TCPReplay [34] is a suite of BSD licensed tools which are originally designed to replay trace files at arbitrary speeds, providing more precise testing methodology for the research area of network intrusion detection. TCPivo [35] is a high performance packet replay engine that accurately reproduces captured traffic into a testing environment. Monkey [36] is a tool capable of replaying HTTP traffic. It performs offline analysis to get observable link delays, packet losses, packet MTUs and HTTP timing events from the captured traces and then emulates the client side, server side and network to generate workloads. Tomahawk [37] , as designed to test the performance and in-line blocking capabilities of IPS devices, uses two network interfaces to replay traffic and sends all the packets in trace file as fast as possible to insure packets sequence arrive at an intermediate device in exactly the same order as they were on the network.
Besides the realism of traffic content, researchers recently focus on generating responsive traffic workloads (realism of traffic behaviors). TCPOpera [4] , as an advanced traffic replay tool that interactively replays the trace into live testing environments, is designed to eliminate ghost packets [4, 6] in testing in-line networking devices. To achieve this, TCPOpera operates at the flow level and tries to mock TCP behavior so as to avoid breaking protocol semantics in replay. Swing [39] focuses on generating responsive traffic workloads by building a structural model. It extracts parameters from real traces and then produces traffic according to these parameters by establishing real connections. Wright et al. in [3] propose new techniques for building testing environments involving security and client-side desktop applications by modeling user behaviors at the application level.
As a summarization, although much effort has been dedicated to generating controllable, repeatable and realistic traffic workloads, achieving controllability, repeatability and realism simultaneously for the generated traffic is still an important and challenging problem. Particularly, in the complex traffic generation process such as interactive network traffic replay, the control of generated traffic features such as traffic volume and flow dependencies becomes a difficult task due to the complex traffic generation mechanism (the interactive traffic replay system mimics TCP/IP stack behaviors in replay so as to preserve protocol semantics for the traffic). This motivates our work in this paper.
Volume control for interactive network traffic replay
This section analyzes the volume control problem in interactive network traffic replay. With an abstract system model and two case studies, we analyze the basic properties of the problem and the challenges to solve it.
Interactive network traffic replay
To address the volume control problem, some knowledge of the underlining mechanism of interactive traffic replay is necessary. The following constitutes a concise presentation of some required details. For more information, we suggest readers refer to [4] [5] [6] .
Interactive traffic replay (TCPOpera [4] , etc.) is a new stateful traffic replay technique which is devised to test in-line network security devices like IPSs and Firewalls. This technique actively maintains states of replayed packet streams and generates IP packets strictly according to protocol semantics, i.e., mimicking TCP/IP stack behaviors. On the other hand, conventional direct replay (TCPReplay [34] , TCPPivo [35] , Monkey [36] , Thomahawk [37] , etc.) techniques are stateless and are generally used to test passive network equipments like IDSs and Sniffers by directly injecting recorded IP packets into the test network. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical interactive traffic replay system and the process of interactive traffic replay. There are three major sub-processes:
Packets input and playout
The original input to this system is recorded traffic traces. IP packets are read into the system sequentially from traffic trace files and are assigned to their corresponding flows according to the hash values calculated from their (src_ip, dst_ip, src_port, dst_port, protocol_type).
According to the current state of the corresponding flow, an input packet is either dispatched directly to a network interface for instant replay or inserted into a waiting queue of the flow for later transmission. There are two network interfaces and each is responsible for one direction of packets replaying to mimic the bi-directional communication activities of the recorded traffic.
Packets receive and state update
Any of the two network interfaces is also responsible for receiving packets replayed by the other. After passing through the device under test, the replayed packets will be picked up by the other network interface and the states of the corresponding flows are updated again based on the fields in packet headers (SEQ number, ACK number, data length, etc.). These updates of flow state further trigger playing out buffered packets in the queues of corresponding flows. If RST packets are received (i.e., from Firewall or IPS), then the replay system will wind up the corresponding flows.
Retransmission
To mimic the retransmission mechanism of TCP/IP protocol, the replay system also resends the play-out packets if they are timeout (i.e., lost by the test network).
Using the techniques described above, interactive traffic replay is able to lively simulate the communicating peers of the recorded traffic and eliminate ghost packets [4, 6] in the stateless direct replay (TCPPivo [35] , Thomahawk [37] , etc.). By interactively replaying the packets into testing network, interactive traffic replay realizes both the realism of traffic behaviors and the realism of workload contents. But the complex traffic generation process makes the control of traffic features such as traffic volume and flow dependencies more difficult.
Problem definition
The goal of traffic volume control is to have the generated traffic volume follow prescribed target volumes. Mathematically this problem can be formulated as a dynamic target tracking problem.
Using t as the time variable, the volume control problem is how to design a mechanism to control or adjust the input traffic volume u(t) to an interactive replay system in a manner such that the deviation between the output traffic volume y(t) and the prescribed target volume T(t) is minimized.
In the above definition, the input traffic volume u(t) is the rate at which packets from trace are fed into the system. We regulate the output traffic volume y(t) to track the target volume T(t) through the adjustment of input traffic volume u(t). Meanwhile, a desired control mechanism should meet certain design specifications such as stability, steady-state accuracy (error) and transient-response characteristics.
Abstract system model
According to Section 3.1, the essential process of interactive traffic replay can be modeled as a bi-directional traffic feeding system with multiple disturbing factors, which is shown in Fig. 2 . All the time it takes for operations of processing packets such as reading packets, looking up flow tables, updating flow states is modeled as the disturbing factor of process delay. And the test network is modeled as a black box with disturbing factors of transmission delay, packet loss and connection blocking.
Moreover, according to packet directions, logically each flow can be viewed as two queues: the internal queue and the external queue, and packets interchange between the two queues strictly obey protocol semantics. The output traffic thus consists of all the play-out packets of the flows under replay.
From the above model, it can be seen that effective volume control for interactive traffic replay requires the controller or control mechanism be able to quickly and correctly respond to the disturbing factors of process delay, transmission delay, packet loss and connection blocking.
Impact of traffic communication pattern
Besides system constraints, we find that traffic communication pattern of recorded traces is another kind of important factors that influence volume control for interactive traffic replay. We investigate two traffic communication patterns: intra-flow communication pattern and inter-flow communication pattern, both through case studies. In our case study of single-flow replay, we analyze the features of TCP, namely, slow start and congestion avoidance (intra-flow communication pattern) to see their impact on the replay volume of a TCP flow. In our case study of multi-flow replay, we study traffic characteristics such as flow arrival rate, and flow size distribution (interflow communication pattern), and analyze their impact on the volume of the generated traffic.
We also investigate the properties of the system in our case studies, and find out that in simple ideal cases the underlying system is basically controllable. However, a real interactive traffic replay system is far more complicated, we will investigate the stability and controllability of real volume control processes through experimental studies.
To make the paper more compact, we put the case studies in Appendix. Readers can refer to Appendix A for more details.
Practical approaches to volume control
In this section we introduce our model-based and model-free approaches to address the volume control problem in interactive network traffic replay. We will first reformulate the volume control task as a discrete-time target tracking problem, and then present details of each proposed method. 
Practical volume control
In our practical approaches, we reformulate the volume control problem as a discrete-time target tracking problem. The time line is thought of as a sequence of intervals with equal length. The input traffic volume u(t), output volume y(t) and target volume T(t) are discretized as u k , y k and t k , where u k , y k , and t k are respectively the input, output and target volume in the kth interval which is referred to as time k in the rest of the paper for simplicity. At each time k, based on previous output information y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k and previous controls u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u kÀ1 , the volume control problem is to choose the current control u k in a manner such that it minimizes the deviation between the next output volume y k+1 and the target value t k+1 . Mathematically, the volume control task can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
where a is the maximum input volume (i.e., the maximum speed of reading packets from trace files), b is the maximum output volume (i.e., the output network bandwidth). f is the mapping between output traffic volume y k and the input traffic volume u k , and it relates to network condition B k (i.e., transmission delay, packet loss, connection blocking) and traffic characteristics C k (i.e., intra-flow communication pattern and inter-flow communication pattern of the input traffic).
Although the volume control task can be formulated as the above optimization problem, in practice the analytical expression of f is very hard to obtain due to the complexity of traffic generation mechanism. As a result, it is not easy to address the task by solving the above optimization problem directly.
In our study, we present two approaches from both model-based and model-free perspectives. Our modelbased method relies on a probabilistic model that explores traffic replay mechanism in terms of how packets are processed in replay and converts the problem to a state prediction problem. The adaptive optimal control approach which is model-free, on the other hand, uses process input/output information to regulate the system and converts the problem to a parameter estimation problem.
Model-based real-time volume control
In this method we try to explore the relationship between input and output traffic volume in interactive replay by analyzing the replay mechanism of how packets are moving in the system. Our analysis of replay mechanism leads us to a probabilistic model that accurately describes the input/output relationship. Based on this probabilistic model, we then derive an analytical volume controller.
Replay mechanism analysis
We first analyze the replay mechanism in terms of how packets are processed. In what follows we assume the input traffic is TCP. However, non-TCP traffic can also be handled by our model-based method, and we address this issue in the end of this subsection. For TCP traffic, we use both flows and connections to refer to the same concept.
From the perspective of system implementation, there are two places that a packet can reside before it is acknowledged: in system buffer or in to-be-received queue. The system buffer contains all the buffered packets of the flows under replay and the to-be-received queue contains all the play-out packets that are not yet received by the other interface.
During replay a packet will witness the following events:
(1) Playout: if a packet belongs to a live connection (not blocked) and it passes state-checking [4, 6] , then this packet will be played out and at the same time moved into a queue called to-be-received queue. All the played-out packets are moved into this queue (for acknowledgment and retransmission) before they are picked up. (2) Buffering: if a packet belongs to a live connection but it fails to pass state-checking, then it will be buffered in system buffer. The buffered packet (in system buffer) will be played out (and moved into to-bereceived queue) once its flow state is updated and it passes state-checking. (3) Retransmission (packet loss/timeout): if a playedout packet (in to-be-received queue) is lost by the test network, then the replay system will resend it according to retransmission mechanism of TCP/IP protocol. (4) Blocking: if a connection is blocked (i.e., RST packet is received), then all of its subsequent incoming packets will be ignored (filtered) by the replay process. (5) Acknowledgment: if a played-out packet is received and it belongs to a live connection, then this packet will be acknowledged and deleted from to-bereceived queue. The receiving of a packet further triggers updating state for the corresponding flow and playing out its buffered packets by state-checking. Fig. 3 shows how packets are processed in interactive traffic replay according to different network events. Note that packets in system buffer will be moved into to-be-received queue once they are played out and a packet will be deleted from system once it is acknowledged.
System modeling
By examining the replay mechanism described above, we make two important observations: (1) among the five events only Playout and Retransmission contribute to the output traffic volume; and (2) played-out packets are further divided into two categories: acknowledged and unacknowledged (packets in to-be-received queue). Based on these two observations, in arbitrary time interval k + 1 [time k, time k + 1] we have the following formula: where both the trans volume by acknowledged packets and trans volume by unacknowledged packets consist of Playout and Retransmission volume. Denote p(k) as connection blocking probability (the probability that a connection is blocked by the test network), q(k) as packet loss probability and d(k) as packet delay at the end of time interval k respectively (p(k),
For the target network condition we make the following assumption: Assumption 1. Packet loss probability, packet delay and connection blocking probability remain unchanged in a time interval. That is, in an arbitrary time interval k + 1 [time k, time k + 1], a connection will be blocked at fixed probability p(k), and a packet will be lost at fixed probability q(k) and delayed by fixed time d(k).
Given the target network conditions, the average trans volume by an acknowledged packet and the average trans volume by an unacknowledged packet can be calculated as follows: let S be the number of times that a packet is transmitted in time interval k + 1 before it is successfully acknowledged (note that a packet may require more than one transmission as it may be lost by the test network). It can be seen that S $ G(1 À q(k)) (G is geometric distribution and q(k) is the packet loss probability),
is the average trans volume by an acknowledged packet in the time interval k + 1 (see Table 1 ).
Also let U denotes the number of times that a packet is retransmitted when it remains in to-be-received queue (unacknowledged). Therefore, we have
2 , and 1 þ qðkÞ ð1ÀqðkÞÞ 2 is the average trans volume by an unacknowledged packet (including the initial Playout event by state-checking) if the packet is played out in the time interval k + 1. However, at arbitrary time k the acknowledged packets amount and the unacknowledged packets amount in the next interval (time interval k + 1) cannot be obtained in prior. Therefore, we cannot obtain the output traffic volume directly according to the formula.
Here we try an indirect method. There are two places that a packet can reside before it is acknowledged: in system buffer or in to-be-received queue. If we can track the number of packets in these two places and explore their dynamics, we may solve the problem. Based on this idea, we present the following analytical model: let u k and y k be respectively input and output traffic volume at time k. Define system state as (x k , z k ) where x k denotes buffered packets amount (packets in system buffer) and z k denotes to-be-received packets amount (packets in to-be-received queue) at the end of time interval k (see Fig. 4 ).
We assume that in arbitrary time interval k + 1 the probability at which incoming packets are filtered by the replay system generally equals to the connection blocking probability p(k) when there are large number of connections under replay. Since an input packet can be either filtered, buffered or played out according to its flow state, the term u k (1 À p(k)) denotes the expected amount of packets fed into system in the (k + 1)th time interval (u k is the input traffic volume).
Also note that packets fed into system are either played out or buffered, the term [
] (x k is the buffered packets amount) denotes the expected amount of packets that are played out in the (k + 1)th time interval.
According to the replay mechanism, a played-out packet can be further divided into acknowledged and unacknowledged (in to-be-received queue). Therefore, the term 
is thus the expected transmission amount by these acknowledged packets. The above result holds due to the following two reasons: (1) the sampling time interval (i.e., 0.5 s in our experiment) is generally much larger than the time needed to trigger Target traffic volume at time k + 1 p(k)
Connection blocking probability at time k q(k)
Packet loss probability at time k d(k)
Packet delay at time k x k buffered packets amount at the end of time interval k z k to-be-received packets amount at the end of time interval k packet retransmission (i.e., a few milliseconds) and (2) although acknowledged packets in z k have been playedout at least once in earlier time intervals, the result holds due to the memoryless property of geometric distribution. However, some played-out packets remain unacknowledged (here z k+1 ), and thus the replay amount by these packets z kþ1 Â 1 þ qðkÞ ð1ÀqðkÞÞ 2 should also be added when we calculate the actual expected overall replay volume in the (k + 1)th time interval (we found that almost all of the unacknowledged packets existing at the end of a time interval are played out in the current interval due to the large sampling time interval as compared to the time needed to trigger packet retransmission). Based on the above analysis, the output traffic volume (see the formula) at time k + 1 can be obtained as follows:
By setting E[y k+1 ] = t k+1 in Eq. (2), at each time k we can obtain the desired input traffic volume u k , which can be expressed as:
State prediction
In the above model (see Eq. (3)), in order to obtain the desired input traffic volume at each time k, the system states (x k+1 , z k+1 ) need to be predicted (here the connection blocking probability p(k) and packet loss probability q(k) is assumed to be known). Instead of Auto-Regressive model, Recursive Least Square (RLS) filter is selected as the prediction algorithm for its ability to meet least square criterion in filtering signal noise and predicting noisy signals [12] . Meanwhile, this filter has a relatively simple structure and contains only one parameter. Therefore, in our model we use RLS filter to predict x k+1 and z k+1 in one step.
Suppose r(k) called desired response is our expected state at time k. We attempt to predict the desired packet amount r(k)
When historical vector with N dimensions at time k is known and is X N ðkÞ ¼ ½ xðk À 1Þ xðk À 2Þ ÁÁÁ xðk À NÞ T , r(k) can be predicted byrðkÞ ¼ X T N ðk À 1ÞWðk À 1Þ. When weight vector dimension N becomes bigger and, more historical information is used, the prediction result approximates the pure signal. But a larger N also leads to more computational work. In our experiment N is set as 2. The initial weight vector can be set as any small values, such as 0, because the filter recursion process can update weight vector iteratively.
The following is the algorithm for prediction: Initialization:
I, where d is a small positive constant, I is an N-by-N identity matrix.
For each unit time k = 1,2, . . .
1.
Read input values: r(k), X N (k) 2. Update prediction error:
3. Update information gain vector:
4. Update weight vector:
5. Update inverse of correlation matrix:
It can be seen that weight vector is corrected by gain and error vector. Eqs. (5) and (7) update the value of the gain vector itself. The inverse of the correlation matrix is 
replaced at each step by a simple scalar division. Note c is a forgetting factor. The smaller c is, the smaller contribution of previous samples. This makes the filter more sensitive to recent samples, which means more fluctuations in the filter coefficients.
Summary of the method
The model presented above is an analytical one through which the desired input traffic volume can be calculated directly. Connection blocking probability p(k) and packet loss probability q(k) are explicitly involved in the model while packet delay d(k) is not (see Eq. (3)). However, we believe that the impact of network factors such as packet delay and packet reordering are reflected in the dynamics of system state (we will see it in our experiment studies).
Note that the controller obtained by this method is also relatively simple (see Eq. (3)). It only relates with the current and predicted state, current packet loss probability, current connection blocking probability, and the next target traffic volume.
In summary, by exploring the replay mechanism in terms of how packets are processed in replay and properly selecting buffered packets amount and to-be-received packets amount as system state, we convert the traffic volume control problem into a state prediction problem and successfully prevent ourselves from the complex protocol dynamics such as the evolution of flow state, and the impact of packet loss on replay performance. The accuracy of the model and its control performance thus greatly depends on the state prediction algorithm. Due to the excellent prediction performance of RLS filter, our model-based method almost requires no convergence time. Experimental studies in Section 5 show that this method also has a good performance in tracking accuracy.
Other
Issues with model-based method 4.2.5.1. Non-TCP traffic replay. In our model, we assume the replayed traffic is TCP. However, non-TCP traffic can also be replayed by our method. Non-TCP traffic can be either interactively replayed if we know its protocol semantics, or it may be simply directly played out. In the latter case, the formula becomes: output traffic volume = directly playout volume + interactively playout volume, where directly playout volume can again be predicted by RLS filter. Therefore, by adding another state denoting the number of packets that are directly played out in a time interval, we can also handle UDP-like traffics.
Determination of environment parameters.
In the above model, we assume the environment parameters such as packet loss probability and connection blocking probability are known while in practice this is not case. However, we argue that our method also applies to cases where the testing network would block or drop packets in a way that cannot be directly observed. In fact, by using playout packet amount and retransmitted packet amount, as well as blocked connection amount and replayed connection amount, we are able to measure these parameters in realtime during replay.
Adaptive optimal volume control
As a comparison with our model-based method, here we present the adaptive optimal volume controller. Adaptive control is an approach to controlling systems that adjusts over time in response to changing conditions. With adaptive control, the controller is able to adapt to a controlled system with parameters varying. On the other hand, as we have described earlier, interactive traffic replay is a very complex process with instable inputs and time-varying network conditions, which makes it suitable to be controlled by adaptive techniques.
Problem formulation
In this method the interactive traffic replay process is regarded as a nonlinear Single-Input-Single-Output dynamic process with the following discrete-time equation:
where u k and y k are respectively input and out traffic volume at time k; n y and n u are unknown orders and f is an unknown nonlinear function. To restrict our discussion we make two assumptions as follows:
Assumption 2. The partial derivative of f with respect to input volume u k is continuous.
Assumption 3.
The system is generalized Lipschiz, i.e., for any k and Du k -0, it satisfies |Dy k+1 | 6 b|Du k |, where b is a positive constant, Dy k+1 = y k+1 À y k and Du k = u k À u kÀ1 .
Assumption 2 is a condition that a general nonlinear system will satisfy and Assumption 3 is a limitation on the rate of change of the system output. Obviously these two assumptions hold for a great class of nonlinear systems including the interactive traffic replay system.
With these two assumptions, we have the following theorem: Theorem 1. For the nonlinear system (8) where the two assumptions hold, there must exist u(k) 6 b such that if Du k -0 the system can be described as Dy k+1 = u(k)Du k .
Since Dy k+1 = y k+1 À y k and Du k = u k À u kÀ1 , it can be seen that u(k) is the ratio between the change of output traffic and the change of input traffic, and is the parameter to be estimated in our control process.
According to Theorem 1, if u(k) is known then the required input traffic volume at time k can be easily obtained by setting Dy kþ1 ¼ t kþ1 À y k ¼ uðkÞðu k À u kÀ1 Þ. However, this is infeasible since u(k) is unknown.
As with the standard optimal control procedure, a loss function is needed to obtain the desired controls. Here we believe that a good controller should result in a small tracking error and at the same time avoid too large controls (i.e., a sudden increase in the input). Hence we propose the following weighted one-step-ahead control criterion function:
where e k+1 = t k+1 À y k+1 ,
T with P l i¼1 a k;i ¼ 1; u kÀ1 , u kÀ2 , . . ., u kÀl are the inputs of l previous time instants, which are known at time k; k is a positive weighting factor reflecting the relative weight to put on deviations from the target and on the cost associated with large controls u k which is in the form of deviation between current input and the linear combination of l previous inputs.
As e k+1 = t k+1 À y k+1 and y k+1 = y k + u(k)Du k , we have:
By substituting (10) into (9) we have a new expression of J(u k , a k ) as follows:
Thus, finding an input traffic volume to track the target equals to the following minimization problem:
Adaptive Optimal Control
To minimize (11), using optimal condition
we can obtain optimal controls as follows (the target volume is independent to the input traffic and therefore
In the above control raw, u(k) is unknown at time k and needs to be estimated. The volume control problem is thus converted to a parameter estimation problem for u(k).
LetûðkÞ be the estimate of u(k), we use the following estimation algorithm to obtainûðkÞ as in [43] Using the control law (13) and parameter estimation algorithm (14), we give the optimal learning adaptive control scheme in traffic volume control as follows: 
Summary of the method
The above method uses process input/output information to regulate the system and thus it completely avoids considering traffic communication patterns and other disturbing factors. As optimal control technique is applied, this method can achieve optimal performance in theory if uðkÞ can be accurately estimated. It is therefore expected that this method will have a better performance in tracking accuracy since learning scheme is adopted. Meanwhile, the computational cost of this method is lower than the model-based method in that: (1) only uðkÞ needs to be estimated in control; and (2) no environment parameters need to be measured in replay.
Experiments and validation
This section presents empirical studies of our proposed methods. A repeatable procedure is proposed to evaluate the actual control performance of each method, where network conditions with different parameters (delay, packet loss, connection blocking, etc.) are created and experiments with live traffic traces are conducted. Based on the empirical results, a comprehensive comparison of the two methods is also carried out in terms of their convergence time, generated input/output traffic volume and target tracking error.
Experiment setup
We have setup a repeatable framework to evaluate our proposed methods. Fig. 5 illustrates our testbed which consists of a replay server (2 Â 2.0 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM, two Gigabit Ethernet interfaces), a 1000 Mbp s switch and a dual-homed Linux host. Instead of device under test, here the dual-homed Linux host was deployed in the testing environment as a network emulator so that we can create various network conditions by properly configuring it.
In our experimental evaluations, traffic traces from live environments are replayed and the generated traffic volume is monitored through the 1000 Mbp s switch and then compared with the target traffic volume. Under this framework, we are able to investigate key performance metrics of each control method such as convergence time, and steady-state tracking error.
As shown in the abstract model of interactive traffic replay system in Section 3.3, packet delay, packet loss and connection blocking are three main network constraints that influence the replay volume and therefore we investigate influences of these network factors in our experiments. During validation, the dual-homed Linux host was set to randomly drop packets at different probability (0.1%, 1% and 5%), and it was also set to randomly block TCP connections at different probability (10%, 20% and 30%). Packet delay is chosen to be 0.1 ms, 1 ms and 10 ms, respectively. Note that packet loss, delay and connection blocking can be any stochastic process in real network. Our configurations here are not only intended to mimic the actual settings in practice, they are also chosen to provide a wide range of network conditions (from good to bad) and provide us insights into how our methods perform under these network conditions and how each network constraint influences the actual performance of the two proposed methods.
The traffic trace in our experiment was collected at the egress point of our campus network and it contains sole the TCP traffic with more than 20,000,000 packets and 300,000 TCP connections. We investigate the control performance of our methods in tracking both static and time-varying (dynamic) target volumes. The sampling time is set to 0.5 s. For performance analysis, each experiment was repeated 10 times and performance data is the average with different seed numbers.
Parameters selection of each method
In our model-based method we have to set the forgetting factor c in RLS filter. We set c = 0.99 in our experiments which is the value used in most implementations of RLS filter to predict non-stationary signals [12] .
In our adaptive optimal control method, we assume a twice order system equation as we found that higher orders does not improve the tracking performance in our experiment but increases the computational cost. We set u 0 , u 1 , y 1 , y 2 to be the initial system state (u 0 = u 1 = 0, y 1 = y 2 = 0), and set u(1) = 1 as the output traffic volume generally equals to the input traffic volume if there is no network constraints (loss, delay, etc.). a k,1 , a k,2 can be any positive real numbers as long as P l i¼1 a k;i ¼ 1 and we choose a k,1 = 0.2, a k,2 = 0.8. We set k ¼ 2, l = 1, g = 0.6 as in [43] (chapter 5, Section 5.2.1, p. 128).
Performance investigation of static volume tracking
We evaluate each control method in terms of convergence time, steady-state tracking error, and the generated input/output volumes. In the experiments, we control the interactive replay system to track given target volumes and investigate its performance under different values of packet delay, connection blocking probability and packet loss probability respectively.
Tracking performance of model-based method
We first investigate the performance of our modelbased method in tracking static target volume. The given target volume is set to 100 Mbp s (10% of the test network bandwidth) and tracking performances under different packet delay, connection blocking probability and packet loss probability are shown in Figs. 6-8 respectively.
(1) The relationship between input and output traffic volume in interactive traffic replay is indeed very complex under serious influences of disturbing factors. As seen in Fig. 7a , in order to track target volume, the required input traffic volume is about 110 Mbp s when the connection blocking probability is 10%, but it grows to 125 Mbp s when the connection blocking probability is 20% and 143 Mbp s when the connection blocking probability is 30%. (2) As all the controlled output volumes shown in Figs. 6b, 7b and 8b closely meet the given fixed target volumes of 100 Mbp s, the model-based method is demonstrated to be able to track target volume efficiently under all three different network behaviors. (3) Among the three different network constraints, our model-based method achieves best performance when packets are delayed and worst performance when packets are lost (see Fig. 6b and Fig. 8b ). We argue that this is due to different traffic behaviors triggered by these network disturbing factors. Packet delay is a simple network constraint. Traffic behaviors triggered by connection blocking, shown in Fig. 7b , is also relatively simple as the replay process ignores all the incoming packets of a blocked connection. However, when packets are dropped, the replay system will resend them by the retransmission mechanism, which is rather complex according to TCP/IP protocols [44] [45] [46] . As a result, the traffic behaviors triggered by packet loss event is far more complicated than the other two. (4) Traffic properties indeed can influence the actual replay performance. The evidence is shown in Fig. 6a , where in order to track target volume when packet delay time is set to 10 ms, the generated input traffic volume grows continuously after 90 s (much larger than target volume) while the output traffic volume still cannot reach the target. We believe this is because of a well-studied property of TCP that the volume of a TCP flow is in proportional to the inverse of packet delays [44, 46] . When packet delay becomes larger, in order to track target output volume, the replaying process needs to play more concurrent connections. However, after a careful examination we found that the number of concurrent connections in our trace is not large enough to support the target volume. Therefore, although the generated input traffic volume continually increases, the output traffic volume still cannot reach the target.
We also investigate the performance of RLS filter to predict system state. Figs. 9 and 10 show the predicted and actual values of the two system states in the volume control process under different network disturbing factors. For space reasons, only the results for packet losses are presented since traffic behaviors triggered by packet loss event is the most complicated. The results for different packet delays and connection blockings are much better. Fig. 9 . The prediction performance for buffered packets amount under different packet loss: (a) packet loss probability = 0.1%; (b) packet loss probability = 1%; (c) packet loss probability = 5%. Fig. 10 . The prediction performance for to-be-received packets amount under different packet loss: (a) packet loss probability = 0.1%; (b) packet loss probability = 1%; and (c) packet loss probability = 5%. From Figs. 9 and 10, we can see that: (1) RLS filter can effectively predict buffered packets amount and to-bereceived packets amount. The prediction error increases with the increase of packet loss probability, connection blocking probability and packet delay time; (2) both buffered packets amount and to-be-received packets amount increases when more connections are blocked, more packets are lost and for more time packets are delayed; and (3) both of the two states are non-stationary. Hence we can see that RLS filter indeed have a good performance in predicting these non-stationary states in our model.
Using the data of actual state and predicted state, we also analyze the tracking error of our model-based method. We find that to-be-received packets amount is much smaller than buffered packets amount and therefore the overall tracking error is mostly due to predicting error of buffered packets amount. For example as seen in Fig. 9c , the absolute predicting error of buffered packets amount is about 2000-3000 packets per time interval when the packet loss probability is high (5%). This absolute predicting error is rather small as compared to the state (i.e., 100,000 packets). However, it will account for 10% of the tracking error since the target volume is about 17,000 pps. Therefore, although the prediction performance is satisfactory (the relative predicting error is less than 2%), the target tracking error is still relatively higher for severe packet loss conditions.
Tracking performance of adaptive optimal control method
As in Section 5.3.1, we investigate the performance of our adaptive optimal control method for the given target volume fixed at 100 Mbp s and under different packet delays, connection blocking probability and packet loss probability. The results are shown in Figs. 11-13 respectively.
From the results we can also derive some conclusions of the model-based method such as the complex relationship between the input and output traffic volume, and the ability to track target volume under all different network conditions. However, this method differs in that: (1) the adaptive optimal control method requires a convergence time to reach the target, while the model-based method almost does not; (2) the steady-state tracking performance is much improved, and the error is dramatically reduced when packet loss probability, connection blocking probability and packet delay becomes large. For example, we can see that the tracking performance is significantly improved when comparing Fig. 8b and Fig. 13b for high packet loss probabilities; and (3) comparing Fig. 11a with Fig. 6a , we can see that when packet delay is large, the input traffic generated by model-based method increases much faster than the adaptive optimal control method. In other words, in cases of insufficient input traffic, our adaptive optimal controller reacts less aggressively than the model-based controller.
Meanwhile, we find that the convergence time of our adaptive optimal control method is relatively stable. It takes about 20 sampling times for the system to converge under all different network conditions.
Performance investigation of dynamic volume tracking
Although static-volume traffic generation is indispensable in any traffic generation tool (i.e., commercial tools such as Sprient's Smartbits [10], IXIA's Traffic Generator [11] all have this function), dynamic volume tracking is even more interesting and important for real traffic replay. In what follows we investigate the performance of our methods in tracking dynamic target volumes, and check whether or not our methods can keep protocol semantics in the generated traffic when we track the real volume of the input traffic.
Note that in our two proposed methods, the modelbased method is appropriate for dynamic volume tracking (time-varying target) since it does not involve any learning scheme and hence almost requires no convergence time. As a result, here we only present the empirical results for the model-based method. Fig. 14 shows the result when the connection blocking probability is set to 10%, packet loss probability is 1% and packet delay is 8 ms, where we control the replay system to track dynamic target volumes. In Fig. 14a the target volume is set as t k = 100 + 30 Â sin (kp/40), while in Fig. 14b the target volume is the real volume of the input trace. From both two figures we can see that our model-based method also has a good performance in tracking time-varying target volumes. Fig. 15 shows the comparison of the two traffic distributions between the generated traffic and the original traffic when we control the system to track the real volume of the input traffic. From inter-flow time distribution as shown in Fig. 15a , we observe that our model-based method can successfully reproduce traffic patterns similar to the input trace. However, it is seen that inter-flow time is shortened. To explain this phenomenon we first introduce our mechanism of how the traffic is exactly generated. In every next time interval in the replaying process, we obtain the required input traffic volume according to our controller. The packet intervals of the input traffic are then adapted proportionally to the required input volume. More specifically, if the required input traffic volume is larger than the original input volume, then input packets will be replayed faster than they were in the original trace, and vice versa. Fig. 16 shows an example of how the input traffic is changed by this traffic generation mechanism, where we set the required input traffic volume two times of the original input volume. We can see that packet intervals as well as inter-flow times are shorted by a factor of 2.
Having known this traffic generation mechanism, the result of Fig. 15a can be easily explained. In order to track the real volume of input trace under packet loss and connection blockings, the required input traffic volume needs to be larger than the input trace. As a result, the input traffic will be replayed faster and inter-flow time is shortened.
The packet loss and connection blocking events also have a significant effect on flow size distribution as shown in Fig. 15b . A large number of short flows are blocked due to connection blockings, and the size of flows is expanded due to packet loss (retransmission). These two events overall lead to a growth in flow size. Fig. 17 shows the number of active concurrent flows in tracking different target volumes. Generally we can see that it requires about 500 concurrent flows to track 60 Mbp s output volume. Due to space limitations here we did not present other results under different network conditions. However, we believe that these results are of particular importance as they can be used as a guide to tune or choose traffic traces for generating required target volumes under a particular network condition.
Summary
Finally, by summarizing all the above experimental studies, we make a comparison of the two methods (see Table 2 ) in terms of their convergence time, generated input/output traffic volume, target tracking error, etc.
(1) Convergence time: the model-based method almost does not need time to converge while the adaptive optimal control method does. And the adaptive opti- Fig. 16 . Example of the changes in packet intervals when the required input volume is two times of the original input trace. 
Conclusions
Interactive traffic replay provides both a realism of traffic contents and a realism of traffic behaviors in testing networking devices. But the lack of effective mechanisms to control important features of the generated traffic severely limits its capability of performing accurate, systematic and in-depth testing. This paper studies the problem of controlling the volume of generated traffic in interactive network traffic replay. The problem is mathematically formulated as a target tracking problem where the output traffic volume is regulated through adjustment of input traffic volume. The influencing factors and basic control properties of the interactive traffic replay system is analyzed and both model-based and model-free approaches are presented. Experimental studies using real-world traces indicate that our methods can track target output traffic volume effectively under a wide range of network conditions.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that intra-flow communication pattern (i.e., slow start and congestion avoidance of TCP) does place a limit on a flow's maximum replay volume. In real networks, a flow can dynamically change its communication pattern during its lifetime (i.e., due to the change of network conditions), which can result in the change of its maximum replay volume. Thus a volume control mechanism should be able to elegantly deal with these complex intra-flow dynamics.
A.2. Multi-flow replay
We then analyze the volume control problem for interactive replay of multiple concurrent flows. This time we assume a simple inter-flow communication pattern where the input trace consists of multiple Ping-Pong flows of different sizes. Here flow size is defined as the number of packets in a flow.
A Ping-Pong flow, as that shown in Fig. A2 , is a flow where each packet is sent out as an acknowledgment of the preceding received packet. To simplify the analysis, we assume that it takes time Dt for each packet to be played out and acknowledged. This Dt may include packet injection time, packet transmission time, network delay and packet-receive time. To preserve protocol semantics, all the packets in the Ping-Pong flow should be replayed one after the receiving of another. If the disturbing factors of loss and blocking in Fig. 2 are ignored, it leads to the maximum replay volume for a Ping-Pong flow of 1 
Dt
. For simplicity, the volume is measured in Packets/Second.
To concentrate on the inter-flow communication patterns such as flow size distribution, flow density and flow volumes, we further simplify the abstract model in Fig. 2 by ignoring the disturbing factors of loss and blocking and merge internal/external queues into a single replaying queue for each Ping-Pong flow, which is shown in A3a. This is still a very complex dynamic queuing system where not only are the parameters such as packet arrival rates varying, but the system structure (i.e., the number of queues or flows under replay) is also changing with time.
In control theory, unit impulse response g(t) of the system fully characterizes the system at the input-output level [40] (chapter 2, Section 2.7, p. 67). Therefore, we seek to analyze the replay system by looking into its unite impulse response g(t). For the simplified interactive replay system shown in Fig. A3a, g(t) is the output volume when an initial replay system (i.e., there are no packets in the system) is fed with a unit impulse which is a unit input traffic trace fed into the system at an infinitely large input volume. We define a unit input traffic trace to be an input trace of M packets, where M is a constant. Now suppose we have an impulse input in which the recorded traffic originally lasts for a time period of T and consists of only Ping-Pong flows. Thus the number of PingPong flows and the number of packets in the impulse input are kT and kT Â E½X, respectively, where k is the flow arrival rate, X is the flow size, and E[X] is the average flow size. Since the input traffic is loaded into the replay system instantly and disturbing factors are ignored, the packets in each Ping-Pong flow will be replayed at the maximum volume of 1 
as shown in Fig. A2 . Thus, for the impulse response (output volume) y(t) we have:
where N(t) is a stochastic process denoting the number of flows under replay at time t. Let F(x) = P{X 6 x} be the cumulative density function of flow size X. As packets in a flow will be played out at the rate of one per Dt, at time t the probability that a flow still has packets to play out is P{X > t/Dt} = 1 À P{X 6 t/ Then, by normalization, we obtain the expected unit impulse response:
Eq. (A3) shows how flow size distribution (inter-flow pattern) of the input traffic influences the replay system. Also note that since N(t) is nonnegative and decreasing, from Eq. (A1) and Eq. (A3) we can see that y(t) and g(t) are also nonnegative and decreasing functions. A typical unit impulse response g(t) of the system is shown in Fig. A3b , from which we can obtain the following two important properties:
(1) Since lim A3)), which means the discussed replay system is stable and can be controlled; (2) g(t) > 0 for some interval of t > 0, thus the replay system is memorable and as a result, instant control is generally impossible and it needs convergence time to regulate the system.
Based on the above case study, we can conclude that an interactive traffic replay system is basically controllable and volume control for interactive traffic replay is a theoretically feasible and realizable objective.
Also note that once we have the system's continuoustime impulse response, theoretically we can obtain its discrete-time controller (which is often implemented in computer-controlled systems) through the following procedure: (1) derive the system's discrete-time impulse response from its continuous-time impulse response; (2) using techniques such as Z and inverse Z transformation, derive the corresponding discrete-time controls for a given target [40] (chapter 7, Section 7.3, p. 286). However, this procedure is ideal but not practical for us to obtain such a controller in real situations since a real interactive traffic replay system is much more complicated than the model we analyzed in that: (1) flows under replay (i.e., TCP flow) can have very complicated time-varying communication patterns; (2) input traffic is usually instable and inter-flow communication patterns such as flow arrival rate and flow size distribution vary in time [41, 42] ; and (3) network constraints such as packet loss, delay and connection blocking do significantly change flow behaviors in replay and as a result influence their output volume. The complex interactions between the changing network constraints and the instable input traffic pattern together makes it rather challenging to build exact models (i.e., the differential equations) for the replay system.
